Pre Event
Road Safety Benchmarking and Regional Road Safety Observatories

18 February 2020
Road Safety Benchmarking and Regional Road Safety Observatories

- **Partners**: ITF, FIA, World Bank, GRSF, Af Dev Bank, Asian Development Bank, UNESCAP
- **Location**: Ministry of Infrastructure, Malmtorgsgatan 3, Stockholm
- **Timing**: 14h – 18h (for discussion can be shortened)
- **Room capacity**: 45 people
- **Live broadcast** on internet
Draft programme

• Welcome addresses:
  – Jean Todt (FIA), Young Tae Kim (ITF), .....  

• Opportunities of regional road safety observatories
  – WB  

• Road safety benchmarking in the European Union
  – European Commission  

• Eight years of success with OISEVI in Latin America
  – President of OISEVI (tbc)  

• Panel discussion: lessons learnt

• The African Road Safety Observatory: First achievements
  – African Minister (tbc)  

• The Asia pacific road safety observatory: opportunities and perspectives
  – ADB, ESCAP, Asian Minister (tbc)  

• Panel discussion: Keeping the momentum and making the observatories dynamic and active in time; covering other regions
ITF/VOLVO pre event
Innovation, emerging mobility trends, and the role of the private sector in road safety

• 18 February 2020, 9h15 – 12h00
• Venue: Volvo Studio, Stockholm
• Programme
  – Press Conference, ITF/Corporate Partnership Board project on “Improving the safety of micromobility
  – Presentation of the ITF report on New Directions for Data Driven Transport Safety
  – Presentation of the ITF report on Automated Vehicles